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By Trina Lane

Totally Entwined Group Limited, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Three very different men from three
different countries look to build a love greater than any Wonder of the World. Project manager
Garrett Sloan builds majestic hotels for the rich and famous around the world, but when it comes to
love, all his relationships seem to crumble. His latest project lands him in Istanbul, where the desire
he s held for a certain French architect heats up under the Middle Eastern sun, and his resolve never
to mix business with pleasure melts beneath the added hot stare and skilled hands of a Turkish
mason. The three men discover they want to build a relationship to stand the test of time-much like
Kyle LaFleure s buildings and Emir ahin s stonework. As the bonds between Garrett and his
partners grow stronger and more complex, they work to lay the perfect foundation on which to
build a lasting relationship. Can the three men construct a relationship that will endure? Or will
their love reach its zenith when their shared task of finishing the ultimate Ottoman luxury hotel
reaches its completion?.
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ReviewsReviews

This composed book is great. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read
the book.
-- Lucious McDermott-- Lucious McDermott

The publication is fantastic and great. It can be rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am just very happy to inform you that this is the greatest
publication i actually have read in my very own daily life and could be he very best ebook for at any time.
-- Prof. Alvis Wuckert-- Prof. Alvis Wuckert
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